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§Prior work on secure email
§ Succeeded in making it usable
§ People were interested, but unsure when they would use it

§Step back and understand users better
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§ Distinct demographic
§ Suburban
§ Middle-aged
§ Parents

§ Compensated $25 USD
§ 15-45 minute session



1. Computer usage

2. Threats and coping strategies
3. Encryption

4. Security notifications

5. TLS browser indicators and warnings

6. Any remaining thoughts
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Concerns

Malware

Banking
Phishing

Damage - Time

Damage - Financial

Damage - Personal/Privacy

Porn

PII

Info is too permanent

Addicting/Distraction

Need drives action

Convinience/security are trade-offs
Financial benefit for using the Internet

Harm

Have experienced Harm

Have not experienced harm

CC/Paypal absorbs the damage

Biggest damage is time

Don't report harm as harm

Coping Strategies

No mention of law enforcment Self filtering

Rely on advice from others

Services from experts

Anti-virus

Trustworthy websites

No mention of browser

Saftey of kids is a key concern

Disclosing PII

Innapropriate contentMalware

Porn Language/Violence

Transmitting sensitive data

Concerned with permanence

Secure email

Integration with existing services

Helpful when needed

Required by policy/law

Person-to-person communication; calling

Lock icon

Unclear visual metaphore

Focus on saftey of site, not connection

TLS warnings

Surveillience

Loathe targeted ads

Nothing 100% safe Everything can eventually be broken into

News/TV shows

Wild West

Don't know how to secure self
Companies could turn evil

Security slows you attacker

Makes attacker look for easier target

The Internet is newThe Internet is amazing

Tries to relate cyber to phsyical experience Internet is changing us

Communication Consumption of information

NotificationsMalware hides as a notification

Annoying; Just turn them off

Email spam

Need for control

Need for understanding

Needs to be actionable

Prioritized

Strategies to save time

Primary concern is time

Encryption

Understands symetric encryption
Does not mention public key encryption

Hard to break

Learned from media

Supercomputers
Expertise

Tenacity

Choses not to worry

What to do

Double check URL

Close site

Click through for known site

Government is scary

Internet is a tool

Type of Type of
Type of

Type of

Type of
Type of

Causes Causes
Causes

Causes

CausesCauses

Causes

Reason for concern

Considered when making decisions Drives need

Informs

Type

TypeLow cost MitigationExperience

Low cost = low noticibility

Type of

Legally liable to provide

Type of

Type of

Type of

Type ofNot type of

Educaction children

Children self filter based on education

Type of

Type of

Reason for

Rare need

Most helpful when

Why interested

Biggest concern

Similar misconceptions

Reason Reason

MisconceptionMisconception

Why security?

Reason still helpful

Reason for perception

Concerned about

Creepy; Who's watching?; Worry about actual person looking

Perception

Limited understandingRisk

Perception

Coping mechanism
Effect

Type of Type of

Reasoning

Need
Prereq

Filter to save time

Prereq
Prereq

Leads to

Because wastes time

Most time wastring

Risk in notifications

Fills need

Correct Not mentioned

Where learned

Security

Needs Needs Needs

Protection

Protection

Negative of the Internet

How do children change on the Internet

Filter what you sahre

Protection

Causes

Huge concern for parents

Informs

Rely on others because you don't know what to doKids fail to stay safe because they don't have sufficient experience

Leads to this perception

Missing this protection

Companies mitigate harm
Companies mitigate harm; less fear

Too valuable to lose

Doesn't want to be paralyzed by fear

Type of

Helpful to slow down attackers

Physical similarities likely help understandingNo clear physical comparison

Source of learning

Unclear how to use as a coping strategy

Relationship

Can't trust anything 100%

Habituated against trusting email

Can't believe a 100% secure system exists

Don't trust browser to know site security

Don't understand what connection-level security is

Responses

Action

Action

Action

Verifying the sitre

Knows better than browser

Doesn't understand, trouble coping

Habituates against worrying

Always a risk

Dominated by

Reason

Limits ability to create coping strategies

Nothing is 100% safe in the physical world

Generated from fear and uncertainty

Relies on self to decide

Internet is most scary when physical harm is possible

Domestic and foreign

Tools can be good or bad

Can't worry about being 100% safe

Compare time cost of security vs. potential risk

Feeds into coping strategies

§ Transcribed interviews

§ Grounded Theory
§ Open coding (2,442 codes)
§ Axial coding (503 concepts)
§ Selective coding (9 categories)
§ Theory generation (1 process)

§ Data available to the community
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Learn 
about 

Threats

Evaluate 
Risk

Estimate 
Impact

Select 
Coping 

Strategies
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Nothing is 100% Safe

The Internet is Transformational



§ Improved quality of life
§ “[The Internet] made our whole home schooling process possible.… I mean our lifestyle

would not have been possible before the Internet.”

§ Worked its way into all aspects of our life
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The Internet is 
amazing

The Internet is 
new

Relates cyber experiences to 
physical experiences

The Internet is a tool

The Internet is 
changing us

Communicate

Consume informa�onThe Internet

Percep�on
Percep�on

Effect

Changing how we
Changing how we

How to  understand it

Tools can be bad or good



Nothing Is 
100% Safe

Wild West Don’t know how 
to secure self

Everything can eventually 
be broken into

Security slows 
down a�ackers

Makes a�acker look 
for easier target

News / TV 
dramas

Companies 
could turn evil

Loathe 
targeted ads

SurveillanceGovernment’s power 
to surveil is scary

Percep�on
Limited understanding

Percep�on

Why adopt
security mechanisms

ResultNothing is reliable

Concerned about

Source of knowledgeCreepy; who’s watching;
worry that an actual
person it watching

Domes�c and foreign
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§ Anything can be broken with enough effort
§ Movies, news reports, relation to the physical world

§ Focus on deterrence
§ [If] you throw enough stumbling blocks in [an attacker's] way, they're gonna look for

somebody else that's easier to [compromise].
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§ Mostly from media
§ News reports
§ TV dramas
§ Movies
§ Advertisements

§ Acquaintances provide clarification

§ Reliance on spouse



§ Threat don’t imply risk
§ 1 in a million
§ Not foolproof

§ Key risks
§ Malware, phishing attacks, 

inappropriate content
§ Permanence, surveillance

[…] there is some concern with kids
using Facebook and having a
personality develop online.…we were
able to grow and mature and change,
and leave behind our old selves at
some point.

[…]You'd feel more free to develop in
that way if you knew that they weren't
going to be a permanent part of your
record to everybody for now and ever.
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Online Threats
Addic�ng/
Distrac�on

MalwareDamage—Time

Pornography Phishing

Banking

Damage—Financial

Loss of personally 
iden�fying informa�onDamage—Personal/Privacy Informa�on online 

is permanentReason for concern

Concern

Concern

Concern

Concern

Causes

Causes

Concern

Concern

Causes
Causes

Causes

Causes

Causes

Causes

Harm

Financial benefit of 
using the Internet

Convenience and 
security are trade-offs

Need drives 
ac�on

Biggest damage is 
�me

Has experienced 
harm

Has not 
experienced harm

PayPal, credit card, or bank 
absorbs the damage

Doesn’t report 
compromise as harm

Experience

Experience

Mi�ga�on

Disconnect

Low cost

Low cost = low no�ceability

ExperienceInforms

Drives need

Key to selec�ng
coping strategies

Poten�al damage is low so cost must also be low



Coping 
Strategies

Choses not 
to worry

No men�on of law 
enforcement

Personal 
vigilance

Rely on advise 
from others

Safety of kids is 
a key concern Malware

Inappropriate 
content

Language/
Violence

Disclosing
Personal 

Informa�on

Services from 
experts An�-virus

Trustworthy 
companies

No reliance on 
the browser

Strategy
Not a strategy

Strategy
Relies on

Relies on

Does not rely on

Strategy
Strategy

Teach children
to be vigilant

Adults should educate children
Concern

ConcernType of

Type of

Pornography

Type of
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§ Extremes
§ Implement no coping strategies
§ Refuse to bank online

§ Most users fall in the middle

§ Strong focus on personal vigilance
§ Necessary to teach this to children

§ Work with trustworthy companies

§ If all else fails, choose not to worry
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Encryp�on

News, TV Drama, 
Movies

Understands symmetric 
encryp�on

Public key 
cryptography

Hard to break

Supercomputers Exper�se Tenacity

Where learned

Correct

No men�on of

Security

Requires RequiresRequires

§ Two-thirds understand that it protects 
data from unauthorized parties

§ One-half understood the need for a 
secret key
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§ Nothing being 100% safe
§ Encryption slows down attackers
§ Determined attackers can still break it
§ Requires supercomputers



§ Can lead to unsafe behavior
§ Overtrust in site
§ Ignoring warnings for large,

well-established sites
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Browser-Based 
TLS Indicators

Close site

Click through 
for known site

Double 
check URL

Lock icon

Insecure connec�on 
warning page

Unclear visual 
metaphor

Focus on safety of site, 
not connec�onType of

Type of

Problem

Problem

Similar misconcep�ons

Ac�on

Ac�on

If correct

Misconcep�on

Misconcep�on

If incorrect

Misconcep�on

§ Confused about meaning
§ Site safety vs. connection  security
§ Website authentication
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Related Work

§ Extended Parallel Process Model

§ So Long, and No Thanks for the 
Externalities, Herley ’09

§ And many more…

Future Work

§ Low cost, high impact recommendations

§ Educating users through media
§ YouTube
§ Whiteboard-style presentations

§ Privacy-preserving systems for children

§ Browser indicators
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§ Data available online
§ http://soups2017.isrl.byu.edu
§ Full study guide

§ Feel free to contact us
§ scott@ruoti.org
§ seamons@cs.byu.edu
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